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Abstract—This research aimed to find out the influence of the integration of local potential into natural science on the science process skills and the students’ mastery of natural science concepts simultaneously. This research was a quasi-experiment research with non-equivalent control group design. The population in this research was the seventh-grade students of SMKN 1 Imogiri; the samples were chosen randomly and classified into a control group and an experiment group. Observation sheets and concept mastery assessments were employed as the instruments in this research. The data were analyzed using MANOVA with 0.05 significance level. The results of this research showed that the integration of local potential into natural science study significantly influenced the students’ science process skills and concepts simultaneously as shown in 0.00 (Sig. >0.05) output.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education process is not far from sciences development; one of them is natural science. According [1], education is a systematic process that elevates human’s dignity holistically and enables self-potentials (affective, cognitive, psychomotor) to develop optimally. Besides, the curriculum is arranged while considering potentials, development levels, interest, intellectual intelligence, emotionality, social, spirituality, and student’s kinesthetic.

Natural science is not just about the dimension of knowledge, but it emphasizes more on the process that can be used to study the object, to discover, and to develop the natural science products, and also to decide which application that will invent technology that can give convenience towards human’s life. According to [2], natural science as a research process or method includes the way of thinking, attitude, and steps of scientific activities to obtain the natural science products or scientific knowledge, for example, observation, measuring, formulating, hypothesis testing, data collecting, experimenting, and predicting. Ritchie and Heru [3] stated that the fact of the natural science is composed of four elements which are natural science as a process, natural science as a product, natural science as character development, and natural science as an application. The four truth of natural science has to be achieved altogether in the learning process. Those facts of the natural science can be developed; one of the possible ways is through science class.

Therefore, natural science is a bundle of knowledge built from a series of research processes to fix everyday life problems. Natural science has a method known by scientific methods, gradually covering problem identification, data collecting, hypothesis formulating, hypothesis testing, and concluding. According to [4], the goal of natural science studies education is to help the students applying the creativity of natural science process, or in other words, to be able to define the problems around them through observation, analyzing, creating hypothesis, trying, concluding, generalizing, and applying the earned information using the required skills.

Corresponding to the Graduate Competency Standards/SKL, the learning target includes developments of attitude, knowledge, and skills elaborated for every education unit [1]. Therefore, the learning process in school should be holistic, in which the learning target is not on just one aspect, but on the other two aspects as well so that the learning process will create students that are better than before.

All this time, the learning process of natural science has been pretty much telling the students off to memorize some numbers of concepts without giving them the understanding. The learning process is still lacking scientific works and more weighting on the students’ ability to complete question sheets that make the students are only on the cognitive side without psychomotor and affective sides [5]. Holbrook [6] assumed that natural science is irrelevant to the students’ views and will not be favored because the students are imposed on understanding basic concepts and that the basic understanding of natural science studies is not connected to the other things connected to the students’ everyday living environments. Therefore, if natural science is linked to everyday living environments, the students will like the learning process of natural science that will end in giving themselves more meaningful learning experiences.

Environment integration into learning in school is truly needed so that the students will not forget their real identity and be able to develop the local potentials that are actually around them. Local potential integration into studies will elevate the students’ respect towards local potential and local wisdom values in the environments where they are in so that it affects...
their learning output (attitude, habits, and thinking ability). According to [7], the use of local potential in learning materials can help the students understand the concept correctly and contextually. Based on a research conducted by [8], learning processes based on local potential can give better influences towards the study achievements enhancement of natural science compared to the learning process that uses regular learning model.

Indonesia is an archipelago country consisting of huge and tiny islands with the number of roughly 17,500 islands. The diversities that become Indonesia’s characteristic and uniqueness, are the geographical identity, resource potential, facilities and infrastructure availability, background and socio-cultural conditions, and the other more diversities in every area [1]. This phenomenon causes Indonesia to have diverse conditions and potentials, that one area has different potentials from the other areas. The diversity fosters different necessity levels and development challenges in each area to increase the quality and educate the lives of the inhabitants in every area.

The potential that is owned by one particular area is called local potential. The local potential is a specific resource owned by one area that includes natural resource potentials, human resources, geography, culture, and history. According to [9], local potential is uniqueness or specificity of an area (local) as one of the identities or one area characteristic that grows into the area potential or a plus point compared to the other areas, covering ecology aspect developed from local potentials in a form of natural resources that could educate the locals to preserve and conserve their environment. The students’ learning environment in each area is definitely diverse. Based on the research done by [10], students’ natural science studies process skills enhanced on a higher category (80%) when learning is integrated with the local potential of making “batik jumputan” (batik tie-dye patterns). Therefore, the local potential is proved useful in the learning process of natural science studies.

Natural science learning should give the students chances to improve their natural science process skills. With the good process skills, students will be able to conduct high-quality scientific activities that will also produce high-quality products. By such thing, the key in natural science is to improve students’ process skills. According to [11], the ability to utilize natural science process skills in overcoming everyday problems is very significant in one’s personal life that is in social life rapid growth. Individuals who have natural science process skills will be able to contribute to social improvement.

Most individuals improve their skills through formal education by interacting with teachers. Therefore, teachers hold an important role in improving process skills. Teaching natural science process skills gives a chance for the students to work with science, not just telling or hearing stories about it, but students will feel happy from being active and by not being passive learners [12]. Research conducted by [13] proved that students who are accustomed to natural science knowledge have integrated natural science process skills on a higher category compared to the ones who are not used to study natural science. According to [14], natural science process skills in natural science education should be integrated into the education system. Natural science education that is applied by natural science process skills will enable the students learn the process, product, and even knowledge value. Developing natural science process skills can be optimized by learning through one precise learning device, clearly and systematically able to manifest values/characters into the curriculum, the concept, and also the skills from natural science learning itself. Learning that brings students closer to learning objects will make the learning more meaningful, for example school environments. The natural science process skills that can be improved are observation, clarification, hypothesis creation, variable decision, experiments, and communication.

Understanding the world around us depends on concept development, while concept development itself depends on process skills because concept development and process skills are related each other. Slowly, concepts will grow rapidly while process skills are sharpened [15]. Deep concept mastery can be reached by students if they are taking an active role, or being involved directly into the learning activities, especially the activities which require the students to do a direct object observation, teachers who start off as learning sources switch functions into facilitator that directs the students to independently find the concept currently being studied. If the students can apply their own knowledge into the environment around them, then it is not impossible that Indonesian education quality improves so it can compete in free competition events [9].

Based on the research conducted by [16], most teachers (100%) had understood school local potential that is on the schoolyard and 70.59% of teachers understood the local potential that is on 1 km radius from the school fence but only a small portion utilizing it in the learning process. Natural science literacy achievement of Indonesian students is still far behind the other countries. A study result [17], said that Indonesian students’ natural science literacy level was on number 64 out of 65 participating countries, with an average score of 382, far under the overall’s average number that reached 501 [17]. Based on the research conducted by [18], it showed that about 43.48% of middle school students in Jambi have a relatively low natural science process skills with the percentage of 30.43% on the medium category and 26.99% on the high category.

Based on the analysis above, it can be concluded that natural science learning process that can make the students taking active roles or directly involved in the learning activities, especially the activities that require the students observe objects directly and the one that can train their process skills is required to improve their concept mastery.

II. METHODS

The research method used in this research was quantitative research with the use of quasi-experiment method, non-equivalent control group design. The research was conducted in October 2016, at SMPN 1 Imogiri. The populations of this research were the 7th-grade students of SMPN 1 Imogiri. Sample determination was chosen through random sampling, and 7 A was chosen as the experiment class and 7 D as the control class.
A. Procedure

The procedure of this research was started off by (1) gathering preliminary data by giving a pretest assessing students’ concept mastery and conducting initial observation on students’ process skills (experiment and control groups), (2) giving treatment using local potential integrated natural science learning of Pembangkit Listrik Tenaga Micro Hydro (PLTMH)/Micro Hydro Power Plants on experiment group and conventional natural science learning towards the control group corresponding to the research data gathering timeline, (3) throughout the treatment, the data collection was done related to the natural science process skills from students that were on experiment and control groups using the observation sheets, (4) conducting post-tests on natural science concept mastery for the students after giving treatment.

B. Technique and Data Collection Instruments

Research instruments is the measurement tool used to obtain the necessary data in a research. Instruments that were employed in this research were written test sheets and observations sheets adapted from the results of [19] research and development that was re-validated to suit the researcher’s necessity in terms of legibility without changing the essence of the developed product. The uses of both instruments are presented:

1) Observation Sheet

There were two kinds of observation sheets used in this research, namely (1) observation sheet used to find out students’ natural science initial process skills before the research, and (2) observation sheet used to find out the students’ natural science process skills throughout the research.

2) Written Test Sheet

The written test sheet used in this research consisted of 20 numbers of multiple choices questions of which validity had been tested. Multiple choices questions were used to measure the student’s concept mastery. Before receiving a treatment of integrated the natural science learning local potential of PLTMH, the sample was first given a pre-test. The results of this pre-test were used to find out the students’ initial ability in mastering basic competencies of energy material. Post-test instrument was then used to measure the students’ concept mastery after being given treatment.

C. Data Analysis Technique

Data analysis techniques that were utilized in this research were descriptive analysis technique and inferential analysis with the help of SPSS 16.0 for windows program. Descriptive analysis was done to present natural science process skills data and students’ concept mastery. Natural science process skills and students’ concept mastery data presented are the average scores, the highest score, lowest score, variates, and deviation standard from experiment and control class. Then, those data were converted to the Likert scale on four categories to find out the categories of the students’ process skills. The conversion of the four categories refers to the assessment guidelines by the educator that can be seen in Table 2.

Besides descriptive analysis technique, inferential analysis technique was also executed in the research using Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA). The Manova test was employed to test the data produced from students’ natural science process skills and concept mastery all at the same time. Before the Manova test was conducted, precondition test was done including normality and homogeneity tests.

Process skills improvement and overall concept mastery were analyzed using the normalized gain average score. The normalized gain average score was determined by the equation below.

\[ g = \frac{posttest \ score - pretest \ score}{maximum \ score - pretest \ score} \]

TABLE II. CATEGORIES OF NORMALIZED GAIN AVERAGE SCORE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(g \geq 0.7)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(0.7 &gt; g \geq 0.3)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(g &lt; 0.3)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (Hair, 1999)

TABLE III. RECAPITULATION OF NATURAL SCIENCE PROCESS SKILLS OBSERVATION GRADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SMPN 1 Imogiri</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Initial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Score</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest Score</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variants</td>
<td>6.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation Standard</td>
<td>7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Table 3, it can be seen that the average score of the students’ scientific process skills on the latter observation was higher than the initial observation, either on the experiment or control class in both schools. This case means that both classes experienced improvement. Based on the normalized gain average score analysis, the experiment class was in the medium category and in control class, g grade was in the low category. G grade that was obtained showed that experiment class-students’ process skills improvement was higher than control class-students’ natural science process skills improvement.

The description of Students’ Concept Mastery Observation Data Results can be seen in Table 4.

Based on Table 4, the difference of pre-test and post-test grades regarding concept mastery on experiment and control class of both schools could be measured. In experiment class, the students’ concept mastery grade experienced a significant improvement from the average pre-test score to the post-test average score. In control class, students’ concept mastery grade did not experience significant improvement.

The statistical analysis resulted from MANOVA test can be seen in Table 5. MANOVA test was carried out with a help of SPSS 16.0 for Windows program.

Based on Table 5. Sig. 0.00 was obtained, less than 0.05 which means natural science integrated local potential PLTMLH learning significantly affected the students’ natural science process skills and concept mastery. So, according to the research conducted in SMPN 1 Imogiri, it was known that the implementation of natural science integrated local potential PLTMLH learning process significantly influenced the students’ natural science process skills and concept mastery. This result was corresponding to the result of a research conducted by [21] that the use of local potential is an effective key to be used in integrated natural science learning process.

The result was significant because the learning went on naturally where the students experienced it personally through a direct observation with local potential, not just transferring knowledge from teachers to the students. Besides, the learning process was balance between the learning materials in school and the local potential so that education transformation in life was corresponding to the students’ necessity. The students learning process by utilizing micro hydropower plants attracted their attention more and made them more enthusiastic in keeping up with the lessons, and also caused by how the students felt that the activity they were currently involved was an everyday activity which made their natural science process skills and concept mastery improve was better than the class that used conventional natural science learning process.

The integration of local potential into learning in schools is heavily needed so that students would not forget their identities and be able to develop the local potential around them. Therefore, one of the ways to implant the culture of loving local potential is through natural science learning integrated with around local potential that. According to [7], the use of local potential in learning materials is helping the student to understand the concepts correctly and contextually. Through local potential, students can learn to recognize cultural and nationalism values that might as well influence the learning outcome (attitude, habits, and thinking ability).

While according to [11], the ability to utilize the natural science process skills in overcoming everyday problems is very significant to one’s personal life that is in the rapid growth of social life. According to [22], the most important target in learning is to help the student to understand the concepts, not just making them memorize separated facts. Concept mastery can be improved when a teacher is exploring a learning topic with the appropriate and deep teaching techniques, and giving interesting examples corresponding to the concept that is being taught. Hence, concept mastery is the base for forming a thinking process.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the research conducted, it can be concluded that the integration of local potential into natural science learning significantly affects students’ natural science process skills and concept mastery. It is because natural science learning that is integrated to local potential makes the students more active through the learning process and the learning itself goes naturally where students personally experience through direct observation with local potential, not just transferring knowledge from teachers to the students. Besides, the learning that utilizes local potential around where the students live causes the student’s mastery of natural science concepts is better constructed than just memorization.

The research results showed that teacher can use local potential integrated natural science learning as an innovation in teaching to improve natural science process skills and concepts or even to measure the other variables. The integration of local potential into natural science learning process can be started by deciding a theme and the type of the local potential that will be integrated into natural science learning as an attempt to equip the students to return to the society.
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